This paper offers an analysis of English infinitival relatives based on the framework of Chomsky's (1995) minimalist program. Infinitival relative clauses are analyzed as PPs headed by a null P, which take a CP as complement. We argue that this null head P has the property of attracting (an element with) the feature [+P(reposition)]. We show that various peculiar properties of infinitival relatives can be explained elegantly under our analysis from the interaction of general constraints such as the Head Movement Constraint, and a condition on the specifierhead agreement of the relative CP. *
Introduction English infinitival relative clauses (henceforth IRs) such as those in
(1) are well-known for their peculiar properties.
(1) a. John bought a book [to read]. b. John bought a book [for Bill to read]. Generally, overt wh-relative pronouns cannot appear in IRs.
(2) a. *John bought a book [which to read]. b. *John bought a book [which for Bill to read]. However, an overt wh-relative can appear when a preposition is pied-piped in front of it, and for and an overt subject are absent. It cannot appear when the preposition is stranded, or when for and an overt subject are present.
(3) a. John bought a pen [with which to write].
b. *John bought a pen [with which for Bill to write] (4) a. John bought a pen [(for Bill) to write with].
b. *John bought a pen [which to write with]. c. *John bought a pen [which for Bill to write with]. These peculiar properties of IRs have so far defied a satisfactory analysis. Van Riemsdijk and Williams (1986: 168-170 ) make the following comment on data such as (2a): (5) Several possibilities (none very attractive) exist to account
After examining the problems of Chomsky and Lasnik's (1977) analysis of IRs, they finish up the discussion by stating that a sentence like (2a) "remains recalcitrant." McCawley (1988a: 453) , after pointing out the problems of Emonds ' (1976) analysis of IRs, makes the following statement: (6) I know of no alternative way to exclude such expressions
Previous Analyses
Before going into our analyses of IRs, we will examine previous analyses and point out their problems.
Emonds' (1985) Analysis
Emonds makes somewhat different analyses of IRs in Emonds (1976) and in Emonds (1985) , and we will briefly review the latter. According to Emonds (1985) , the IRs in (1b) and in (3a) are derived as shown in (7) and (8), respectively:1 (7) a.
b. (8) a.
b.
We will not go into the details of his analysis, but it obviously involves a problematic operation. Both in (7) and in (8), a phrasal category (NP or P') is moved into a head (P) position. Such an operation is not permitted under the minimalist framework, and it is dubious whether it strictly conforms to the spirit of Emonds' Structure Preserving Constraint. Apart from such theoretical problems, his analysis also has an empirical problem, as pointed out by McCawley (1988a:453) .
(9) John bought a book for [[Bill to read] and [Mary to recite]]. As the grammaticality of (9) shows, the string Bill to read in (1b) forms a constituent.
Under Emonds' derived structure in (7b) it does not form a constituent, and his analysis makes the wrong prediction that (9) should be ungrammatical.
Chomsky and Lasnik's (1977) Analysis
Chomsky and Lasnik (1977) propose the following surface filter to rule out certain structures including certain IRs: Even though we cannot resort to a 'surface filter' as a linguistic device in the minimalist framework, which has no S-structure as a linguistically relevant level, we will argue later that what amounts to this filter (see (28) below) is at work in ruling out certain ungrammatical structures, namely, IRs such as those in (2), (3b), and (4b, c) above. Chomsky and Lasnik (1977) propose a more problematic filter:
The unless condition on the filter in (12) allows structures in the following configuration:
This unless condition thus allows (1a) and (1b), due to the presence of the verb (bought) and for, respectively. On the other hand, (2a) does not have the configuration in (13), because a noun (book) is in front of Thus, Chomsky and Lasnik (1977:464) are forced to make the unless condition on (12) more complicated:
(12") NP-to-VP Filter (revised) Nevertheless, as Van Riemsdijk and Williams (1986:170) point out, even this revised filter in (12') incorrectly rules out the grammatical sentence in (15): 2.3. Chomsky's (1980) Analysis Chomsky (1980) assumes the Case Filter, which accounts for most of the cases covered by the NP-to-VP Filter in Chomsky and Lasnik (1977) .
(16) Case Filter *N, where N has no Case However, the above Case Filter is not enough to explain all the data previously covered by the NP-to-VP Filter: for instance, it cannot handle the ungrammaticality of (2a). In order to account for such data, Chomsky (1980:22) claims that deletion of elements in COMP is obligatory before infinitives, under the assumption that deletion of which is operative in the derivation of the grammatical (1a): But why can't we delete only the wh-relative (which), leaving the pied-piped preposition (with) intact? Chomsky (1980:21) claims that such deletion is impossible "for principled reasons," and refers the reader to Chomsky and Lasnik (1977:446, fn. 43) , where it is suggested that some form of the A-over-A Principle is operative. In (3a') above, however, with which is a PP while which is an NP, and this is not a typical A-over-A configuration.3 Moreover, there are empirical data which seem to suggest that the reason for the impossibility of such 'partial deletion' is not so "principled" as Chomsky (1980) seems to bewere possible in Old and Middle English.
(19) a. a foot on to goo (a foot on which to go) b. a hous in to drink and ete (a house in which to drink and eat) Under the assumption that IRs without overt wh-relatives are derived by deletion of wh-relatives, the IRs in (19) are exactly the cases where the wh-relatives (which) are deleted while the pied-piped prepositions are left intact. It seems difficult to come up with an exact formulation of the universal A-over-A Principle which accounts for both the impossibility of partial deletion in (3a') and its possibility in (19).4 Chomsky (1981) and in subsequent works), there seems to be a problem of how elements can "survive" deletion when the application of deletion is blocked, if such deletion is in fact "obligatory." Chomsky (1980: 21) claims that "obligatory deletion" means "delete wherever possible," and that its inapplicability enables the elements in COMP in (3a) to "survive obligatory deletion." It is unclear why the inapplicability of an "obligatory" operation results in "survival" from the operation, rather than in ungrammaticality.
3 Chomsky and Lasnik (1977:446) claim that the deleted a in COMP can be of "an arbitrary category," and thus the deletion of the relative pronoun contained within a PP is excluded by A-over-A, even though the deleted element (NP) and the larger element including the deleted element (PP) are not of the same category.
As has been suggested by Masaki Sano (personal communication), it might be possible to rule out such 'partial deletion' by formulating the A-over-A Principle in terms of features such as [+wh] , on the assumption that the [+whj feature percolates up to the PP node in the case of pied-piping. See Chomsky (1977a: fn. 55) for a related discussion. See also Fukui (1996) for an attempt to reformulate the A-over-A Principle in terms of features.
4 If we pursue the possibility of the 'feature relativized' A-over-A Principle suggested in footnote 3, we would have to claim that the A-over-A Principle is somehow parameterized with respect to the [+wh] feature.
3.
Our Analysis of the Infinitival Relative 3.1. The Infinitival Relative as a PP Headed by a Null P Assuming Chomsky's (1995) framework of the minimalist program, we will make the following set of proposals as an analysis of IRs: (20) a. An IR is a PP headed by a null P which takes a (infinitival) CP as its complement. b. A (head containing a) [+P] feature must move(/be attracted) to the null head P.5 c. The complementizer for is a 'prepositional complementizer' which has a [+P] feature, and it must move to the null head P position. d. The infinitival to (optionally) contains a [+P] feature, and it moves to the null head P position (when for is absent), after the movement to the C position. Our claim in (20a) seems natural since prepositions like before take clausal complements as in (21b): (21) (1988)) argues that before takes an S'(=CP) in structures like (21b), and that movement of an empty operator is involved, which is quite similar to our analysis of IRs. Koster and May (1982: fn. 24) give the following instance of a P taking an infinitival S'(=CP), within which an operator moves to (the Spec of) Comp:
(22) He asked me [PP about [S'/CP who to visit (t)]] It is often claimed that an adjunct infinitival clause such as the one in (23) (which is a 'rationale clause ' in Faraci's (1974) terms) is a PP (see also Emonds (1985) ).
(23) Bill bought the piano [PP (in order) (for Mary) to practice on it]. It is natural that IRs, which are adjunct infinitival clauses of another type, should also be PPs.6 Since PPs often appear as post-noun modifiers as in (24) Jones (1985:21) , an IR must also precede a finite relative clause when they co-occur, which suggests that an IR is a kind of PP.
A claim similar to our claim in (20c) that the complementizer for has prepositional properties has been made by many other linguists (cf. Emonds (1976 Emonds ( , 1985 , Chomsky (1980:30), etc.) . ' See Abe (1986) for an argument that the infinitival to may have prepositional properties, as we have claimed in (20d). 9 We speculate here that the null head P of an IR might be a syntactically defective P which cannot be interpreted as a full-blown preposition at LF.10 It would then have to attract (some other element with) 7 We do not intend to claim that all post-noun modifiers are PPs. For instance, there seems to be no evidence that finite relative clauses are PPs. As pointed out by Yasuo Ishii (personal communication), an IR can be modified by just or not as in (ia), but a finite relative clause in (ib) cannot be. Since an ordinary PP can be modified by just or not as in (ic), the above data (indirectly) suggest that an IR is a PP while a finite relative clause is not. We might claim that the English complementizer for is even closer to P in that it is both +F and +L; Fukui (1995: fn. 3) suggests the possibility of such a feature combination.
9 Tanaka (1997) argues that the infinitive marker to, which was a P(reposition) in Old English, went through a categorial change and became a T(ense) in Middle English. We claim that the infinitival to may retain some of its prepositional properties, at least when it appears in IRs.
10 We might also speculate that the null head P of an IR has a semantic content a categorial feature [+P] for LF convergence: hence the requirement in (20b). Technically, this would mean that the null head P of an IR in English has a -interpretable feature which must be checked off by attracting (some other element with) a +interpretable feature [+P] .
Having made our proposals, let us see how they work. First, consider the derivation of sentence (1b) shown in (1b'): 11 [+P] The complementizer for has the [+P] feature, and it moves to the null head P position; the requirement in (20b) is satisfied, and the sentence is grammatical. Now let us look at the derivation of (1a) in (1a'):
First, the infinitival to with the [+P] feature moves to the null head C tion in (1a').13 Informally speaking, an affix is an element that cannot 'stand on its own' and must be 'associated with' some other element. Such a requirement is formulated as a filter in Lasnik (1981) , and in Baker (1988):
roughly equivalent to that of the preposition for; (ia) is roughly equal in meaning to (ib):
while the (first) movement to the C position is overt (categorial) movement of to.
13 We do not claim that null affixes always induce syntactic movement: see (32) below. In the case of (1a'), the infinitival to must move syntactically to the null head C position. Otherwise, the null head P could not attract (the [+P] feature (27) Stray Affix Filter (Baker (1988:140) ) *X if X is a lexical item whose morphological subcategorization frame is not satisfied (at S-structure). Baker (1988) regards (27) as an S-structure filter. Under the minimalist framework where the level of S-structure is gone, it seems plausible to assume that such a requirement applies at PF: one cannot pronounce an affix if it is not associated with some other element, and the derivation crashes at PF.14 Next let us consider how the ungrammatical IRs in (2)-(4) are ruled out. As we have already suggested above, we will assume what amounts to Chomsky and Lasnik's (1977) 'Doubly Filled Comp Filter' in (10) . Instead of a 'surface (S-structure) filter', however, we will propose a condition on Specifier-Head agreement, along the lines of Rizzi (1990: 66-68) , informally stated in (28): (28) If the Spec of (a relative) CP contains a wh-relative, the head C must be null. The condition in (28), for instance, rules out (11a) land allows (11b), reproduced below:15
For comparison, see (2a") and (3a") below.
As pointed out by Heizo Nakajima (personal communication), we must explain how the PRO subject can have its Case checked, under the assumption that a PRO subject gets its 'null Case' checked by the infinitival to (cf. Chomsky (1995: 119-120) ). One possibility is that the Case feature of PRO moves covertly to the raised infinitival to and is checked in the C position. Another possibility is that the null Case of PRO is checked prior to overt I-to-C movement (of to). Case checking of infinitival subjects before overt I-to-C movement is a possibility suggested in Watanabe (1996:61) for for-to infinitivals.
14 As pointed out by Chris Tancredi (personal communication), we must assume that (27), which we take to apply at PF, applies also to null affixes, even though null affixes are not actually pronounced.
15 We assume here that (28) applies only to relative CPs, which are headed by Cs with the feature [+Pred(icative)], according to Rizzi (1990 In order to satisfy the requirement in (20b), an element with a [+P] feature must move to the null P position. The only candidate in (2a") is the infinitival to. However, it cannot move directly to the null P position, because the movement will violate the Head Movement Constraint (HMC) by skipping the intervening head (C) position.16 Therefore, to must first move to the head C position, which creates a 'doubly filled comp' configuration together with which in the spec of CP, and the structure is ruled out by the condition in (28). (The ungrammatical (4b) above is ruled out in the same manner.)
One might wonder why the derivation in (2a") cannot escape violation of (28) by the movement of to in the C position to the null P above. One possible reason is that even after the movement of to up to the null P position, a trace (or a copy) of the moved element remains in the head C position. This trace (copy) of to might act as a non-null head C which creates a 'doubly filled comp' violation together with the wh-relative in the Spec position.17
However, it is unclear whether (a trace or copy of) to should really match of wh-features.
16 If the movement to the null head P is the covert movement of a feature ([+P]) as we will argue later, we will have to reformulate the HMC in terms of features. As we have seen in footnote 8, complementizers and prepositions have common features, and it seems plausible that these common features of C act as an 'intervening head' for the HMC with respect to the movement of a [+P] feature.
17 If the movement to the null P position is in fact covert movement of the feature [+P] as we will argue later, everything except the [+P] feature of to will remain in the C position, which can potentially cause a 'doubly filled comp ' violation. remain in the C position at LF; in light of the principle of Full Interpretation, it should not if it is not interpreted in this position.18 Without to in the C position, (2a") cannot be ruled out by (28) at LF as a 'doubly filled comp' violation.
Chomsky 's (1995:309) claim in (29) below suggests another (perhaps more plausible) reason:
(29) Mismatch of features cancels the derivation. Once the infinitival to moves into the head C position in (2a"), it causes some mismatch of features with the wh-relative (which) in the Spec position: the derivation is cancelled, and no further derivation is possible.
According to Rizzi (1990) , one of the features relevant to this 'doucomplementizer in a relative clause is neutral with respect to the feaempty operator, while the complementizers that and for are specified as [+wh] [+wh] Though interrogative clauses are beyond the scope of this paper, it seems plausible to speculate that the above sentence is ruled out by its uninterpretability at LF, rather than as a 'doubly filled comp' violation. If this line of reasoning is correct, (28') might be a requirement on possible spec-head relations that must be satisfied in the course of derivation, rather than an LF interface condition.21
Overt Wh-Relative with a Pied-Piped Preposition
Now why is (3a) grammatical even with an overt wh-relative? The presence of a pied-piped preposition (with) within the Spec of CP makes the difference:
[+P]
The preposition with has a [+P] feature which is attracted by the null head P above, and the requirement in (20b) is satisfied. This structure, schematized in (3a"') below, is not in a typical configuration of head movement; the movement originates from within the specifier position of CP:
Baker ( 1988:170) argues for the possibility of a similar head movement in (31) above, with a head V moving out of the VP in the specifier position of CP to a higher head position. We will follow Baker (1988) and assume that such a head movement is possible. In order to rule out the ungrammatical (2a), we argued above that the attraction of the infinitival to to the head C position in (2a") creates a 'doubly filled comp' configuration, which violates (28) (or (28')). We claimed that this movement was driven by the 'affixhood' of the null head C. Why, then, isn't (3a) ruled out in the same manner?
Adapting Bobaljik's (1994 , 1995 2) idea of affixation, we claim that there are (at least) two possible ways that an affix can be 'associated with' some other element:22 (32) a. adjunction via head-to-head movement in syntax (followed by 'morphological merger', in Bobaljik's terms) b. morphological merger with (i.e. phonetical realization on) a phonetically adjacent element In other words, the 'association' of an affix with another element may either involve or not involve syntactic head movement.
In the case of the grammatical (3a), the null affix C may be associated with a phonetically adjacent element in the 'phonological component': that is, after Spell-Out, before PF. No syntactic head movement of the infinitival to to the head C position is necessary; hence no'doubly filled comp' violation.
Note that the ungrammatical (2a) cannot escape a 'doubly filled comp' violation in the same way as (3a). As we have already argued, the infinitival to, which has the [+P] feature, cannot be moved/ attracted directly to the null P position above; the intervening head C causes an HMC violation. Therefore, in order to satisfy the requirement in (20b), the infinitival to with the [+P] feature must first move Once the wh-relative moves into the intermediate spec of CP position, a 'doubly filled comp' configuration (due to the presence of for) creates a feature mismatch: no further movement upward to save the structure is possible, even though the C upstairs is null. We need further examination of various cases to see if this approach really goes through.
22 Strictly speaking, Bobaljik's notion of 'adjacency' is not purely phonetic; for instance, two elements are 'adjacent' when the intervening element is an adverb, to the head C position (in syntax), which results in a 'doubly filled comp' violation. In the case of the grammatical (3a), on the other hand, the preposition with within the Spec of CP has the [+P] feature, and it moves to the null P position to satisfy (20b). There is no need for the infinitival to to move to the head C position in syntax. The null affix C can be associated with a phonetically adjacent element (in the 'phonological component'), and satisfy its affixal requirements without inducing any syntactic movement.
Further Data and Analyses
In this section, we will show that our analysis provides for a straightforward account of certain IRs, which, as far as we know, have not been analyzed thoroughly in the previous literature.
Empty Where in IRs
First, compare the sentences in (33): (33) Since verbs such as live/go are subcategorized for PP complements, the trace after the verb in (33b) must be a trace of a PP. On the assumption that movement of an empty operator is involved in these IRs, the moved empty operator in (33b) must also belong to the category PP. when' in (34a) amounts to "phonologically null when" argued for in Larson (1987) and Johnson (1988) in their analyses of before clauses. We will concentrate on 'empty where' here.
Even though either an overt where or an 'empty where' is possible as a relative pronoun in an ordinary relative clause, as in (35a), an overt where cannot appear in an IR like (35b); only an 'empty where' is allowed. On the other hand, an overt relative (which) with a piedpiped preposition can appear in an IR, as in (35c) The contrast in (35) follows directly from our analysis. In (35a), neither the overt where nor the 'empty where' violates (28) (or (28')), with a null C as the head. In (35b), the infinitival to (which has the [+P] feature) must first move syntactically to the head C position before the movement up to the null P position, in order to satisfy the requirement in (20b).25 The overt where creates a 'doubly filled comp ' configura-24 McCawley (1991:51) points out the following example from Shakespeare: (i)...but teachest me the way how to lament the cause. (Richard II) Since overt wh-relatives in IRs are ruled out as 'doubly filled comp' violations in our analysis, the possibility of an overt how above might be related to the possibility of the sequence how that in English of this period. We will not elaborate on this further here.tion, and is ruled out by (28'), as in the case of (2a").26 In (35c), on the other hand, the pied-piped preposition within the Spec of CP has the [+P] feature, and it moves up to the null P position, satisfying (20b). There is no need for syntactic head movement of the infinitival to to the head C position; hence no 'doubly filled comp ' violation (cf. (3a") This analysis, however, cannot account for the ungrammaticality of (35b) with an overt where in the Spec position, which seems to have the properties and distribution of a PP (cf. fn. 23). In our analysis, the null head P of an IR attracts the [+P] feature of a 'head', and only a 'headed' PP in the Spec position can save the structure from a 'doubly filled comp' violation (as in (3a) and (35c)). (See also footnote 25 for a comment related to the 'headedness' of where.) The acceptability of (36) and (42) below might also pose a problem for such an analysis. Since the element in the Spec of CP in these sentences is not a PP but an NP as a whole, these sentences are predicted to be ruled out on a par with an ungrammatical sentence like (2a) under this analysis. 27 'Doubly filled comp' configurations in sentences below are also ruled out by (28) (or (28')), in the same way as (2b) IRs like those in (36) seem to be clearly better than ill-formed IRs with overt wh-relatives like (2a). The acceptability of (3a) (in which the overt wh-relative co-occurs with a preposition) indicates that the italicized preposition (of) within the Spec of CP makes the difference. Since there is no separate overt movement of the preposition (of) here, the acceptability of (36) suggests that the movement to the null head P position is actually covert movement of the feature [+P] . In other words, the null head P of an IR has a 'weak' feature, which induces 'covert head movement' of the feature [+P] , as shown in (36") below:
(36') The infinitival to need not move up to the head C position in syntax, as was the case in (3a") above; hence no 'doubly filled comp' violation.29
The following examples constitute a piece of evidence that this movement up to the null head P position is in fact covert feature movement, not overt (categorial) movement:
